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This paper presents results from recent tests of rosette infrasonic noise-reducing spatial filters at the
Pinon Flat Observatory in southern California. Data from 18- and 70-m aperture rosette filters and
a reference port are used to gauge the reduction in atmospheric wind-generated noise levels
provided by the filters and to examine the effect of these spatial filters on spatially coherent acoustic
signals in the 0.02- to 10-Hz band. At wind speeds up to 5.5 m/s, the 18-m rosette filter reduces wind
noise levels above 0.2 Hz by 15 to 20 dB. Under the same conditions, the 70-m rosette filter
provides noise reduction of up to 15 to 20 dB between 0.02 and 0.7 Hz. Standing wave resonance
inside the 70-m filter degrades the reception of acoustic signals above 0.7 Hz. The fundamental
mode of the resonance, 15 dB above background, is centered at 2.65-Hz and the first odd harmonic
is observed at 7.95 Hz in data from the large filter. Analytical simulations accurately reproduce the
noise reduction and resonance observed in the 70-m filter at all wind speeds above 1.25 m/s.
Resonance theory indicates that internal reflections that give rise to the resonance observed in the
passband are occurring at the summing manifolds, and not at the inlets. Rosette filters are designed
for acoustic arrivals with infinite phase velocity. The plane-wave response of the 70-m rosette filter
has a strong dependence on frequency above 3.5 Hz at grazing angles of less than 15° from the
horizontal. At grazing angles, complete cancellation of the signal occurs at 5 Hz. Theoretical
predictions of the phase and amplitude response of 18- and 70-m rosette filters, that take into
account internal resonance and time delays between the inlets, compare favorably with observations
derived from a cross-spectral analysis of signals from the explosion of a large bolide. ©2003
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1603763#

PACS numbers: 43.28.Dm, 43.28.Ra, 43.50.Cb@LCS#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Infrasound and the new global monitoring system

A natural consequence of any global nuclear-test
treaty is the need for global monitoring for clandesti
nuclear testing activity. In the case of the recent Compreh
sive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, which bans nuclear explosi
of any yield, four monitoring networks will be used—
seismic, hydroacoustic, air acoustic~or infrasound!, and ra-
dionuclide as part of an International Monitoring Syste
~IMS!. This study relates to the infrasound component of
IMS. Each of the 60 arrays planned for the infrasound n
work will comprise up to 8 sensors.

Because of wind-generated turbulence, the atmosp
is inherently noisy at frequencies of interest to the nucl
monitoring community~between 0.01 and 10 Hz!. As a re-
sult, it is necessary to suppress infrasonic wind noise at e
station in the infrasound network. IMS infrasound statio
are currently being equipped with spatial noise-reducing s
tems~Daniels, 1959; Burridge, 1971; Grover, 1971; Alco

a!Electronic mail: hedlin@ucsd.edu
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erro, 1998! similar to those depicted in Fig. 1. The infra
sound network is to provide enough sensitivity to allo
discrimination of nuclear tests from myriad other atm
spheric events worldwide. Reduction of atmospheric nois
therefore of paramount interest to the monitoring commun

B. Infrasonic signals

The physics of propagation of sound through the atm
sphere defines, to a large degree, the noise-reduction p
lem. Since the era of atmospheric testing of nuclear weap
it has been known that the shock front from a nuclear exp
sion will evolve into infrasonic energy that propagates e
ciently through the lower atmosphere~Landau and Lifshitz,
1959!. Buried nuclear tests cause a piston-like vertic
ground motion that also produces infrasonic pressure wa
~Blanc, 1985; Calaiset al., 1998!. Much of the acoustic en-
ergy from an infrasound source in the lower atmosphere~0–
50-km altitude! is refracted back to the Earth’s surface in t
stratosphere~between;20- to 50-km altitude! or at lower
altitudes due to wind shear~Simons, 1995!. A Lamb surface
wave exists principally below;30-km altitude~Lamb, 1932;
1807807/14/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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Francis, 1973! and can be observed globally~Blanc, 1985!.
Most signals propagate across Earth’s surface with phase
locities below 360 m/s~McKisic, 1997!. These phase veloci
ties are consistent with an arrival direction within 15° of t
horizontal; i.e., near-grazing arrival angles are most co
mon, particularly for long-range sources. The frequency c
tent of infrasonic energy is strongly range dependent du
atmospheric absorption~Blanc, 1985!. Most signals of inter-
est to the monitoring community lie between 0.01 and 1
Hz ~Zumbergeet al., 2003!. At these frequencies, signa
from remote sources are highly coherent at spacings of
to hundreds of meters. Noise that results from atmosph
turbulence near the recording site is incoherent at spacing
tens of meters~Priestley, 1966!.

C. Noise suppression

Although it is generally accepted that the study of aco
tic signals in the atmosphere requires suppression of n
due to atmospheric turbulence, how this is best accomplis
is a matter of vigorous debate. Spectral filtering is gener
ineffective as turbulent noise spans the entire frequency b
of interest to the monitoring community~Kaimal and Finni-
gan, 1994!. It has been recognized since the 1950’s that
disparate correlation lengths of most signals and noise ca
exploited to improve the ratio of signal to noise. The pro

FIG. 1. Two rosette filters considered in this paper are shown to scale
a National Football League playing surface. The 18-m filter comprises
low-impedance inlets in 4 rosettes. The 70-m filter comprises 144 in
arranged in 8 rosettes. In both filter designs, the inlets are connected by
pipe to secondary summing manifolds at the center of each rosette.
secondary manifolds are connected to a primary manifold which is c
nected by a short pipe to the sensor. Each inlet is located the same dis
along solid pipe from the sensor. Signals arriving from directly above
filter are summed in phase. Adjacent ports in the 70-m filter are separate
2.79 m. Adjacent ports in the 18-m filter are 0.85 m apart.
1808 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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typical spatial filter, proposed by Daniels~1959!, consists of
a single 603-m-long tapered pipe. The pipe was tapere
eliminate internal acoustic reflections back to the sen
Acoustic energy entered the Daniels pipe viaN high-
impedance inlets distributed uniformly along its length. A
suming spatially incoherent noise, and perfectly spatially
herent signal, the amplitude ratio of coherent signal
incoherent noise is predicted to improve byN1/2. The filter
with 100 inlets was found to reduce atmospheric noise at
theoretical limit of 20 dB at wind speeds up to 13 m
~Daniels, 1959!, suggesting perfectly uncorrelated noise b
tween the inlets. Although proven to be effective at impro
ing the reception of signals, the Daniels line microphone
inherently directional if the wavelength of the signal is le
than the sensor length~i.e., near 1 Hz or above!.

With the possibility of clandestine nuclear testing at a
azimuth from a recording station, subsequent designs
several relatively short pipes distributed in azimuth~David-
son and Whitaker, 1992!. Alcoverro ~1998! proposed a filter
which consists of several clusters, or rosettes, of lo
impedance inlets. Each inlet in a cluster is connected t
‘‘secondary’’ summing manifold by a solid pipe. A solid pip
connects each secondary summing manifold to one prim
summing manifold or directly to the sensor~Fig. 1!.

D. Rationale for the present study

As development of the IMS global infrasound netwo
surges ahead, there is a pressing need for intercompariso
filter designs currently in use at IMS arrays, and betwe
existing and new designs that have been proposed for us
future array sites. It is necessary to assess the utility of th
filters for reducing noise due to atmospheric turbulen
while preserving the coherent signals of interest to
nuclear monitoring and scientific communities. In this pap
we present our findings regarding the utility of 18- and 70
rosette filters at attenuating noise while preserving sign
The large, 70-m, rosette filters have been built at IMS inf
sound array sites near Warramunga, Australia and at P
Flat, California. Empirical observations of noise reducti
are compared with theoretical predictions. We point out so
limitations of the rosette filter design and suggest poss
avenues for improving the performance of these filters.

II. THE PINON INFRASOUND TEST BED

All of our experiments have been conducted at the
frasound test bed at the Pinon Flat Observatory in south
California ~Figs. 2 and 3!. The observatory is located in th
Anza Borrego desert in California’s coastal ranges 125 km
the northeast of San Diego and 50 km to the southwes
Palm Springs. The observatory is useful for studies of inf
sonic noise-reducing systems as there are strong diurnal
seasonal changes in meteorological conditions at this
Wind speeds are often near zero at night and sometimes
ceed 15 m/s during the day. Winds are most commonly fr
the northeast or the southwest. The desert is sparsely
etated with Pinon pine trees and there is essentially no l
lying ground cover. The observatory is accessible at all tim
of the year. The International Monitoring System~IMS! in-
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FIG. 2. The IMS infrasound array
157US, is located in the Anza Borreg
desert at the Cecil H. and Ida M
Green Pinon Flat Observatory~PFO!.
The infrasound test bed is located a
PFO. The real-time radio-telemetr
link to the laboratory~IGPP! is also
shown. Signals from a large bolide
that exploded to the SW of the obse
vatory are used in this paper to cal
brate the rosette filters.
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frasound array I57US is located at PFO~Fig. 3!. The 2-km
aperture array comprises eight instruments and includes
18-m noise-reduction rosette filters~designed to detect sig
nals between 0.2 and 5 Hz! and 70-m-aperture filters~sensi-
tive to low-frequency signals between 0.02 and 3 Hz!. An
IMS auxiliary three-component seismic station is located
the northwest corner of the observatory. There is essent
no cultural noise in the area.

III. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT

A typical experimental layout is pictured in Fig. 4. A
each site we use the MB2000 aneroid microbarometer fa
cated by the French Departement Analyze et Surveillanc
l’Environnement~DASE! and now by Tekelec. These se
sors provide an electrically filtered signal between 0.01 a
27 Hz~low-passed below 9 Hz by our antialiasing filter! with
an adjustable sensitivity. The version used in our exp
ments had a sensitivity of 20 mV/Pa. The electronic noise
the sensor is 2 mPa rms, between 0.02 and 4 Hz, whic
well below measured noise levels at PFO. Each sensor
placed in an insulating case and was attached to one of t
systems. In total, this experiment used five sensors. Th
sensors were each attached to a single low-impedance
located 5 cm above the ground and provided the spati
unfiltered reference data. One sensor was located nea
auxiliary seismic station~Fig. 3!. The two other reference
sites were colocated with the 18-m rosette filter at site
and the 70-m rosette filter at L2~Fig. 3!. The two other
sensors were attached to the rosette filters at H1 and L2.
‘‘reference’’ sensor near the seismic station, and the sen
at H1 and L2 were colocated with an ultrasonic anemom
for wind velocity, air temperature, and humidity sensors. T
temperature and humidity sensors were located 1 m ab
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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the ground. The wind sensor was 2 m above the ground at a
sites. In this experiment, the infrasound and meteorolog
signals were digitized at 20 and 1 sps, respectively, usin
24-bit Reftek 72A-08 data acquisition system. Each syst
was powered by solar energy or by buried power lines. D
from three sites were transmitted in real time via a 2.2-G
spread-spectrum radio link to our laboratory in La Jolla~Fig.
2!. Data from two of the sites were transmitted along te
phone lines. The experiments were preceded by calibra
tests in the field at PFO, and in the laboratory at the Instit
of Geophysics and Planetary Physics in La Jolla, Californ
The tests were conducted to ensure all field systems w
robust and yielded equal digitized signals for equal input

IV. OBSERVATIONS OF INFRASONIC NOISE
REDUCTION

The first goal of this paper is to compare the capabi
of the different rosette filters at reducing infrasonic no
levels. To make this comparison, the filtered pressure rec
at each site are divided into 15-m intervals~e.g., Fig. 5!. A
Welch time-averaged pressure spectrum~Welch, 1967! is
calculated from each 15-min segment of data. The We
estimator reduces the variance of the power spectral estim
relative to a periodogram by averaging several spectral e
mates taken from overlapping segments of data. The tes
the rosette filters spanned more than 768 h and thus yie
3074 15-min nonoverlapping segments of data. The pres
spectral estimates are binned by wind speed and stacke
reduce the statistical uncertainty inherent in the spectral
timation process. The stacked spectra clearly reveal the
pendence of average noise levels on wind speed. Altho
wind-speed data are collected at all sites, for the purpos
comparing data collected at the same time at the differ
1809Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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FIG. 3. The eight-element infrasoun
array at Pinon Flat, California com
prises four long-period elements~L1
through L4! in a centered triangle
spanning less than 2 km and fou
short-period elements~H1 through
H4! in an irregular quadrilateral nea
the center. The terrain slopes dow
gently to the southwest. The contou
interval is 408.
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sites, only the wind-speed data collected at 2 m at therefer-
ence port is used in the binning process. The wind speed
the 18-m filter were reduced somewhat by the forest~Fig. 6!.
The 15-min average wind speeds plotted in this figure sh
clearly the diurnal variations in the wind speed at all sit
The experiment began during adverse weather conditi
Data were lost near day 10 due to a fault in the teleme
system.

The spectral estimates are binned into 0.5-m/s wi
speed intervals starting at 0.0 m/s~Figs. 7 and 8!. The lowest
curve in each panel in Fig. 7 corresponds to estimates ta
when the wind at the reference site was less than 0.5 m/s
the three sites, we see infrasonic noise increases at all
quencies with increasing wind speed. The microbarom p
~the spectral peak near 0.2 Hz! is most clearly resolved by
the 70-m rosette filter. The peak is seen clearly at w
speeds up to 1.5 to 2.0 m/s and in some individual spectr
wind speeds up to 2.5 m/s. The effectiveness of this filte
reducing infrasonic noise below 1 Hz is evident in Fig.
Direct comparison of the stacked spectra taken from the
erence port near the seismic station and 70-m rosette
streams indicates reduction of noise by 15 to 20 dB at
quencies below 1.0 Hz. The 18-m rosette filter avera
noise over a smaller area and is less effective at low frequ
cies. The noise-reduction performance of the 18-m fil
1810 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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however, surpasses the 70-m filter at frequencies above
Hz.

The stacked spectra in Fig. 7 indicate that the 18-m
sette filter is ineffective at average wind speeds~3.0 to 3.5
m/s! at frequencies below 0.1 Hz. Above 0.5 Hz, the no
reduction is near the theoretical limit for uncorrelated no
of 19.8 dB (10 log 10@1/N#, whereN is 96!. At wind speeds
above 2 m/s, and at frequencies above 1 Hz, the appa
noise reduction of the 18-m filter exceeds this limit. T
reference inlet for this experiment was not colocated with
18-m filter but was located in an area with no vegetation. T
18-m filter was surrounded by Pinon pine trees. As a res
high-frequency noise levels at the reference site are slig
higher, giving the appearance of greater noise reduction t
actually occurred. The binned spectra reveal a clear incre
in the frequency at which the 18-m filter reduces noise lev
with increasing wind speed. At 1.0 to 1.5 m/s, noise red
tion is observed at 0.05 Hz. By 5.0 to 5.5 m/s, noise red
tion is not observed until 0.2 Hz.

Chi-squared statistics were calculated for the stac
spectra but are not shown here. The bins contain eno
stacked spectra that the uncertainty in the spectral leve
insignificant relative to the observed differences in the no
levels between the noise-reduction systems.
Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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FIG. 4. A typical experimental record-
ing site consists of a filter and a sen
sor. In this example, the sensor is rep
resented by the black dot at the cent
of the filter. The digitizer and spread
spectrum radio are located in one en
closure, batteries are in a secon
Wind speed and direction are sensed
2-m elevation; humidity and tempera
ture data are collected at 1-m elevatio
on the same mast. Data are transmitt
in real-time via a 2.2-GHz spread
spectrum link back to the laboratory in
La Jolla ~Fig. 2!. Solar energy powers
all systems.
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V. RESONANCE IN ROSETTE FILTERS

A. Observations of resonance

The stacked spectra reveal the effectiveness of the fi
at reducing low-frequency infrasonic noise. The spectra a
plainly show evidence of resonance within the rosette filte
Resonance in the 18-m filter is relatively minor and is on
evident above 3.0 Hz near the Nyquist frequency. The re
nance peaks in data from the 70-m filter are significant, ho
ever, and lie well within the frequency band of interest to t
nuclear monitoring community. Resonance peaks are
served at 2.65 and 7.95 Hz. The second resonance pe
observed at 3.00 times the frequency of the first peak.
resonance peaks are nearly independent of wind speed~Fig.
9! and temperature. From 0 to 35 °C, the frequency of
first peak rises 1.5%, the second rises 0.8%. The very w
dependence on air temperature is expected as the pipe
buried and are therefore not exposed to the larger chang
air temperature recorded by the temperature sensor.

Resonance in the 70-m filter is seen at all wind spee
As shown in Fig. 10, at a time when wind speeds w
,0.25 m/s, the constant high-frequency resonance obsc
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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the infrasonic pressure variations recorded via a nonreso
spatial filter. This nonresonant microporous hose filter sp
ning an area 70-m across is described more fully in He
et al. ~2001!.

B. Modeling resonance peaks in the 70-m filter

Reflections will occur inside the rosette pipe system
points where the acoustic impedance changes. These p
are located at the inlets, all summing manifolds, and at
sensor. In the 70-m rosette filter tested in this experiment,
segment between the sensor and the primary summing m
fold is 2.85 m long. At 27 °C the speed of sound in free spa
is 347 m/s. The speed of sound in narrow conduits 8–10
in radius at frequencies between 0.1 and 10 Hz is difficul
estimate as in this frequency band neither the large-tub
small-tube approximations of Benade~1968! are considered
to be highly accurate. The dimensionless parameterr v
~which gives the ratio of the conduit radius and the visco
boundary layer thickness! ranges from 1.9~at 0.1 Hz! to 19
~at 10 Hz!. The two approximations place the propagati
speed of sound at frequencies from 1 to 10 Hz between
1811Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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and 324 m/s. The average of the two estimates is 306
Assuming this velocity for the propagation of sound wav
in the pipe, the natural frequency of resonance along
segment lies far beyond the Nyquist frequency and could
produce the spectral peaks in the data. The resonance
gives rise to the spectral peaks observed in Fig. 8 occur
the rosettes between the inlets and the secondary sum
manifolds or between the primary and secondary manifo
The rosette filter resonates at the fundamental and the
odd harmonic~at 2.65 and 7.95 Hz, respectively!. Presum-
ably, higher overtones would be observed if the data w
sampled more rapidly than 20 sps. The resonance in
70-m rosette filter is akin to organ-pipe resonance. Assum
two-way length of 54 m~double the distance between th

FIG. 5. Atmospheric pressure and wind data from a 15-min interval star
at 11:00 GMT at the reference site. The pressure data are filtered bet
0.01 and 9.0 Hz and are sampled at 20 sps. The meteorological dat
collected once per second.
1812 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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primary and secondary summing manifolds!, and a propaga-
tion velocity of 306 m/s, we would expect the fundamen
mode at 2.83 Hz and the first odd overtone centered at 8
Hz. The closeness of these estimates to the observed va
strongly suggests that the resonance that gives rise to
observed spectral peaks occurs between the primary and
ondary summing manifolds. We can rule out resonan
within the rosettes as the cause of the observed spe
modulations as the fundamental resonance frequency
resonance between the secondary manifolds and the inle
predicted to lie at 9.5 Hz.

More exact modeling of the response of the 18- a
70-m rosette filters across the entire frequency band of in
est to the monitoring community requires consideration
the boundary conditions at the reflection points, attenua
of propagation of sound through all elements of the rose
pipe system, and a statistical characterization of the no
field across the area spanned by the filter. This has been
by Alcoverro ~1998! and will be considered in the next se
tion.

VI. WIND-NOISE REDUCTION SIMULATIONS

As described in Alcoverro~1998!, the use of nonporous
hoses in the rosette noise-reduction systems allows a pre
calculation of their frequency response. The calculation u
an electro-acoustic analog model for all elements consti
ing the system including the inlet ports, the pipes, the ma
folds, and the sensor. The use of a dissipative transmis
line model for pipes~Keefe, 1984! permits the introduction
of viscothermal losses and time propagation in the calcu
tion. An electro-acoustic analog schematic is generated
each noise-reduction system and the use of the matrix
pedance of the schematic gives an easier computation o
pressure at each node of the circuit. The transfer func
between each inlet and the output voltage of the senso
calculated in the frequency domain. In the case of the ros
noise filters, the original principle presented in Alcover

g
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es.
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FIG. 6. Wind-speed data collected at the three sit
The panels from top to bottom represent data collec
at the reference port, 70-m rosette filter and the 18
rosette filter. Each symbol represents an average w
speed over a 15-min time interval. The experiment w
interrupted briefly on day 10 by a telemetry fault. Th
experiment began during adverse weather condition
Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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~1998! gives an identical response for all inlets to ensur
perfect summation. In this case, the calculations are sim
fied and only one single-inlet transfer function needs to
calculated. The amplitude and phase response for 18-m
port and 70-m/144-port rosette filters is presented in Fig.
This simulation shows the frequency and amplitude for re

FIG. 7. The three panels in this figure show binned and stacked sp
taken at the reference port~top!, 18-m rosette filter~middle! and 70-m
rosette at wind speeds ranging from 0.0 to 0.5 m/s~lowest curve in each
panel! up to 5.5 m/s in intervals of 0.5 m/s. The lowest curve in each pa
represents spectral power at wind speeds below 0.5 m/s. The panels re
gradual increase in noise levels at all frequencies with wind speed a
sites. The microbarom peak is seen clearly near 0.2 Hz at all sites at
speeds below 0.5 m/s, but is only seen in the filtered data at times whe
wind speeds are above 0.5 m/s. Significant resonance peaks are seen
1.0 Hz in the data from the 70-m filter.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
a
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nant peaks. In the case of a 70-m/144-port rosette filter,
first resonant peak is predicted at 2.69 Hz and the secon
8.08 Hz. It is essential that the sensor forevolume is con
ered in this calculation. A large forevolume acts like an a
tive capacitance which would change the response of
overall system. The calculations presented in this paper u
the known forevolume for the MB2000 sensor. The amp
tude of the first resonance peak is estimated by compa
the measured noise spectra amplitudes between the this
~at 2.65 Hz! and at 0.3 Hz. The amplitude difference, as se
in Fig. 12, is 17.9 dB. The same estimate, made from sim
lated noise spectra, gives an amplitude difference of 17.6
The comparison between the measurements and the acc
electro acoustic calculation appears to validate the theor

The bandpass amplitude of one inlet transfer function
equal to the inverse of the number of inlets. After summin
coherent wave passing over the noise reducer, the ampli
is equal to unity. These systems do not reduce the nois
frequencies lower than the first resonant peak. The freque
and amplitude of resonance, mainly induced by the length
the pipes, could be verified practically on the noise spec
measured with a real system.

The simulation of the noise reduction requires a wi
model. The measurement of the coherence function betw
the noise generated by the wind at two points, separatedd
meters, shows a linear increase of the coherence cutoff
quency as the wind speed increases, or the separation
tance decreases. At low frequencies, the noise measure
the two points is coherent but not at high frequencies. T
relation between the coherence cutoff frequencyf c , the
mean wind speedvm , and the separation distanced, is f c

50.1vm /d ~Alcoverro, 1998!. A separate realization of ran
dom noise high-pass filtered abovef c is created for each
inlet. The cutoff frequency isf c , to respect the coherenc
criteria between these inlet and the others, at a given m
wind speed~Alcoverro, 1998!. The synthetic noise generate
for each inlet is convolved with the delayed impulse r
sponse of each transfer function~calculated in the frequency
domain!. The delays are determined by the geometric po
tion of the inlet and the main wind direction. The glob
response of the system to a wind-speed condition is ca
lated by summing all convolutions. As the synthetic noise
not representative of the amplitude of noise, the results m
be presented as the difference between the spectra o
noise applied at one inlet~noise generated by the wind at on
point! and the spectra of the global response. The simula
noise reduction of the 70-m/144-rosette filter is presented
Fig. 12 for various mean wind speeds between 0.75 and 5
m/s.

Predicted noise reduction as a function of wind spe
compares favorably with observed levels. The observed
ues are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 12. At all win
speeds, except those at or below 1.25 m/s, the theory a
rately predicts the amount of noise reduction. The cor
frequency of the noise reduction increases with increas
wind speed as predicted by theory. The location and width
the resonance peak is predicted accurately by theory.
location of the peak is determined by phase shifts and by
delay time between successive reflections inside the pip
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FIG. 8. A direct comparison of stacked spectra from the three different systems shows the growth of infrasonic noise levels at all sites with increag wind
speed. The increase in noise power with increasing wind speed is most significant at frequencies above 0.1 Hz. The 70-m rosette filter provide
significant noise reduction at frequencies below 0.5 Hz. Large peaks above 1.0 Hz are seen only in the data from the 70-m filter. These peaks a
the natural environment but are an artifact of the large filter.
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The significant difference between observed and p
dicted noise levels near the microbarom peak at low w
speeds~1.25 m/s or less! stems from a higher level of cohe
ence in the noise than is allowed for in the noise model.

VII. CALIBRATION OF ROSETTE FILTERS USING
ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

A. Plane-wave response

Ambient noise, that has little or no coherence betwe
inlets, can be used to study the effect of internal resona
on recorded data. Incoherent noise cannot, however, be
to calibrate the response of the filter to incoming pla
waves. This response depends on time delays between
inlets in addition to resonance of the energy once it enters
pipe system. The rosette array is designed for vertically
cident energy. Neglecting the resonance and dispersion
1814 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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side the narrow pipes~Benade, 1968! that connect the inlets
to the microbarometer, the filter should cause minimal d
tortion of signals arriving from directly above. The time d
lays between inlets become significant as the phase velo
of the signal decreases and approaches the ambient s
speed~i.e., when the signal arrives at grazing angles abo
the horizontal!. For example, a signal that arrives with
phase velocity of 347 m/s~the sound speed at an air temper
ture of 27 °C! crosses an 18-m rosette filter in 0.05 s and
70-m rosette filter in 0.2 s. Although the maximum pha
delay for such energy recorded by an 18-m rosette is a q
ter of the period of 5-Hz energy, this time delay is significa
if the energy is recorded by a 70-m rosette.

Some atmospheric phenomena are known to prod
signals with very high phase velocities. One notable exam
is aurora, which are known to produce acoustic waves
Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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FIG. 9. Figures 7 and 8 reveal two significant pea
above 1.0 Hz in the spectra taken from the 70-m rose
filter. The center frequency of the two peaks in each
the 3074 spectral estimates is plotted in the upper t
panels as a function of wind speed. The ratio of the tw
frequencies is given in the lower panel. The scatter o
served in all panels is due to the inherent instability
the individual, unstacked, spectral estimates. We o
serve essentially no dependence of the peaks on w
speed. The ratio of the two frequencies is almost e
actly 3.0.
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phase velocities between 400 and 1200 m/s~McKisic, 1997!.
From ray theory, the phase velocity of an arrival equals
phase velocity at its turning point. As a result, high-pha
velocity arrivals turn in the thermosphere; however, such
rivals are highly attenuated. Signals from most manm
sources and natural atmospheric phenomena in the lowe
mosphere turn in the stratosphere and propagate ac
Earth’s surface at phase velocities below 360 m/s~McKisic,

FIG. 10. The resonance occurring in the 70-m filter~upper solid curve!
obscures much of the detail that is seen clearly in data from a colocated
constructed of microporous hoses~lower solid curve beneath the blac
curve!. The coarsely dashed curve shows the wind speed during the
interval. This example shows that the resonance is significant even at t
of essentially no wind.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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1997!. At an air temperature of 27 °C, a phase velocity
360 m/s is consistent with an arrival angle of 15° from t
horizontal.

The plane-wave response of 18- and 70-m rosette fil
is given in Fig. 13. As the figure shows, the 70-m filter r
sponse has a strong dependence on frequency for n
grazing angles of incidence. This frequency dependenc
caused by destructive interference due to the relative t
delays associated with propagation across the horizonta
erture of the space filters. At 5 Hz, the relative phase del
associated with the time delays of horizontal propagat

ter

-s
es

FIG. 11. Predicted amplitude and phase response of the 18-m/92-ro
filter ~light curve! and the 70-m/144-rosette filter~bold curve! for one inlet.
The resonance peaks coincide with significant change in the phase res
of the filter. The long-period response is given by220 log10(N), whereN is
the number of inlets.
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FIG. 12. Simulated noise reduction o
the 70-m/144-port rosette filter for
various mean wind speeds is shown
the upper panel. Each curve represen
the ratio between the noise spectru
observed at the reference port and th
noise spectrum of the rosette system
The corner frequency of the 70-m ro
sette filter is predicted to increase wit
increasing wind speed. Observed noi
reduction is shown in the lower pane
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cause complete cancellation to occur. In effect, each sp
filter acts as an array of omnidirectional sensors where e
port in the space filter represents a sensor. Since the pr
gation pathway from port to the summing manifold is ide
tical for each port, the space filter array is mechanica
beamformed so that its main lobe points in the broads
direction, i.e., in the vertical direction.

B. Analysis of a recorded signal

The theoretically derived amplitude and phase respo
of rosette filters that takes into account both the time del
between inlets and resonance of the energy once it has
tered the pipe system can be tested by analyzing signal
corded via the filters. The ideal signal for this purpose ha
1816 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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long duration, a large amplitude, and arrives at a time of l
ambient noise levels so there will be minimal interferen
with the noise the filter is designed to remove. This sig
has a low phase velocity so that time delays between inlet
the filter will be large. As shown by Fig. 13, a signal arrivin
with a high phase velocity would only allow us to test furth
the theory of resonance inside the pipes as time delays
tween the inlets would be negligible. The ideal signal is ge
erated by a well-documented source. Finally, to allow extr
tion of the amplitude and phase of a rosette filter, it is a
necessary to record the ideal signal not only with the ros
filters, but by a microbarometer that is not attached to a no
reduction system, but is attached to a single inlet locate
the center of the rosette filter.
Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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FIG. 13. In the upper and lower panels we show the plane-wave response for the 18- and 70-m rosette filters, respectively, at four arrival anglesid
curves in each panel represent the response to horizontally propagating signals. The finely to coarsely dashed curves represent signals propagatacross the
two filters at 15°, 45°, and 75° above the horizontal. The elevation angles,ue , are calculated assuming a sound speed,c, of 347 m/s. The phase velocity,cp ,
is given byc/cos(ue). The phase velocities corresponding to the arrival angles at the four arrival angles are 347, 359, 491, and 1341 m/s.
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Such a signal occurred on 23 April 2001. On that day
meteor exploded off the west coast of North America with
yield of several kilotons~Garceset al., 2001!. Satellite data
places the location of the explosion at 28.6 °N, 134.2 °W
an altitude of 30 km~Brown and Gault, 2001!. This location
is approximately 1800 km to the west of the Pinon Flat O
servatory. This event was recorded by infrasound arr
across North America and as far away as Germany~Garces
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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et al., 2001!. The explosion was recorded by the Pinon IM
array I57US and by all sites in our noise experiment. T
experiment included the 18- and 70-m rosette filters that
the subject of this paper. The experiment also included no
collected by MB2000 microbarometers via single referen
ports located at the center of each rosette filter. The ex
sion occurred at 06:09 UT and thus the signals arrived at
Pinon flat observatory near midnight local time~Fig. 14!.
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FIG. 14. The widely reported explosion of a large m
teor off the coast of California on 23 April 2001 wa
recorded by the IMS array 157US at PFO and by se
sors in our wind-noise experiment. We show recordin
made by 18- and 70-m rosette filters at sites H1 and
respectively, in the infrasound array 157US via refe
ence ports at the same locations. The H1 and L2 s
are ;600 m apart~Fig. 3!. The recordings reveal the
signal to be highly coherent. The maximum amplitud
of the signal was;2 Pa peak-to-peak. The duration o
the coherent energy was;200 s. The recordings shown
in this figure are unfiltered.
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FIG. 15. Amplitude and phase response of 18- and 70-m rosette filters are shown in this figure. The blue curves in all panels represent the resp
internal resonance inside the pipe systems. The red curves represent the plane-wave response. The plane-wave response was calculated assse
velocity of 330 m/s. This is the phase velocity of the energy from the 23 April bolide as determined by processing data from the 157US array. The greves
represent the total response due to time delays between inlets and to resonance inside the filters. Amplitude and phase from a phase-coherent cectral
analysis of data from the 23 April bolide are shown in black. The theory accurately predicts the phase of the signal but underpredicts the amplill
frequencies. A spectral ratio of the filtered to unfiltered data~gray curves in the upper panels! closely matches the theoretical predictions. The green curve
the lower panels plot on top of the blue curves except in the lower left panel above 5 Hz. At those frequencies the phase of the internal resona
70-meter filter is less than2180 ~Fig. 11!.
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Due to the strong diurnal cycle in infrasonic noise leve
local noise levels at that time were minimal. The wave tr
of arrivals remained above noise for.200 s and reached
maximum amplitude of 2 Pa peak-to-peak. Brown and Ga
~2001! observed the signal was highly coherent across
Pinon array. The signal propagated across the array wi
very low phase velocity of 330 m/s~D’Spain et al., 2001!.
This corresponds to an arrival angle close to 0° above
horizontal. Signal is observed clearly above noise across
broad band from 0.05 to 7.0 Hz. This signal provides
opportunity to gauge the utility of the various noise reduc
devices at preserving coherent signals from remote sou
while reducing noise.

Two signal-processing approaches based on linear ti
invariant filter theory can be used. In a phase-coherent
proach, both the amplitude and phase response of a filter
function of frequency are estimated by normalizing the cr
spectrumSxy between the input and output time series
the autospectrum of the inputSxx~Bendat and Piersol, 1986!

H~ f !5Sxy~ f !/Sxx~ f !. ~1!

The microbarometer located in the center of the sp
filter but not connected to any mechanical filtering syst
1818 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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provides the input time series@x(t)# and the signal recorded
by the microbarometer connected to the space filter prov
the output time series@y(t)#. The results of using this ap
proach with nearly 1 min, 45 s of time series containing t
majority of the arriving energy from the bolide are plotted
a black curve in Fig. 15. For the phase responses~lower two
panels!, the agreement between the data from the bolide
the theory~plotted as green curves! is excellent, particularly
for the 70-m space filter. In the case of the amplitude
sponses, the overall spectral shape of the measured and
dicted responses are in general agreement. However,
measured amplitude response is lower than predicted
appears to diverge with increasing frequency. This differe
suggests that a frequency-dependent attenuation mecha
is not being accounted for in the theory.

A second approach is phase incoherent and so only
vides information on the amplitude of the filter response. I
obtained simply by taking the square root of the ratio of t
output autospectrum to the input autospectrum~Bendat and
Piersol, 1986!

uH~ f !u5~Syy~ f !/Sxx~ f !!0.5. ~2!

The results of this technique using exactly the same segm
Hedlin et al.: Rosette infrasonic noise-reducing filters
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of data as in the phase-coherent calculation are show
gray curves in the upper panels of Fig. 15. They are ge
ally in better agreement with theory. These transfer-funct
amplitude estimates from Eq.~2! are larger because of th
addition of a component in the time series of the micro
rometer with space filter that is phase uncorrelated with
reference microbarometer time series.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To monitor Earth’s atmosphere for weak signals fro
small nuclear tests anywhere on the globe requires tha
develop an effective means to filter out noise due to atm
spheric turbulence. For the International Monitoring Syst
network under current development, rosette spatial filters
the first choice for new sites. In this study, we have exami
the utility of these filters for removing incoherent noi
across a broad band while preserving coherent signals.

A. Noise reduction

With minor exceptions, our observations of noise red
tion provided by the 18- and 70-m filters are predicted by
theoretical method of Alcoverro~1998!. The theory under-
predicts coherence near the microbarom peak as this en
is propagated acoustically, not by turbulent wind. In so
cases noise reduction provided by the 18-m filter excee
the limit predicted assuming perfectly incoherent noise. T
anomaly does not reflect an error with the theory but is d
to the 18-m filter receiving some shelter from prevaili
winds by nearby vegetation.

Data from our experiment, and from analytical simu
tions, attest to the utility of these filters for reducing noise
frequencies of interest to the nuclear monitoring commun
We have observed, however, that the performance of the
ters is severely degraded at all wind speeds by resona
The most significant resonance occurs within the long pi
that connect the secondary summing manifolds with the
crobarometer, or the primary summing manifold at the cen
of the filter. The resonance in the 18-m filter is observ
above 3.0 Hz and is less important as nuclear monitor
relies mainly on lower frequencies. Resonance in the 70
filters is significant at frequencies above 0.7 Hz.

Experiments indicate that the low-frequency resona
can be removed by placing impedance-matching capilla
in the long pipes connecting the summing manifolds~Hedlin,
2001!. The results of this work will be reported in detail in
future paper.

Temperature changes at the recording site will ca
sound-speed-sensitive changes in filter response charac
tics. However, these changes are found to be insignifica
the pipes are buried and thus protected from large temp
ture swings.

B. Frequency-dependent directionality of the space
filters

Rosette filters are designed for maximum effectiven
for vertically arriving signals. The directionality is not sig
nificant for low-frequency signals regardless of the arri
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 4, Pt. 1, October 2003
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direction. Signals above 1 Hz arriving at grazing ang
~,15° from the horizontal! are severely attenuated by th
70-m rosette filters.

A cross-spectral analysis of signals from the explos
of bolide over the Pacific provided an opportunity to furth
test the resonance theory, to validate an extended theory
takes into account both the resonance and the plane-w
response of the rosette filters, and to calibrate the filters.
combined theory accurately predicts the phase respons
the filters; however, the measured amplitude respons
lower than predicted, suggesting that attenuation is not fu
accounted for in the theory. The good agreement of predic
and observed phase shifts, as well as the general agree
with the phase-incoherent derived amplitudes with those
rived from the theory, indicate that the theoretical method
sound and can be used to predict the response of the filte
signals that propagate across the filters at other velocitie
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